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g are not independent: they are functions of the invariant angle 

and
their explicit form can be found in [1]. All four phase angles vanish in CP{invariant theories for which 

= 0
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 + 2M
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; tan g in


























































































to reconstruct the above parameters the chargino masses and cos 2
L;R
have to be measured independently.




colliders, where they are
produced at tree level via s{channel  and Z exchanges, and t{channel ~
e
exchange.
The chargino masses can be measured very precisely from the sharp rise of the cross sections at threshold [2].
The mixing angles 
L;R
on the other hand can be determined from measured cross sections for the chargino
production with polarized beams. For this purpose polarized beams are crucial since the mixing angles 
L;R
encode the chiral dependence of the chargino couplings to the Z gauge boson and to the electron-sneutrino













) for any beam polarization  and for any




apart from the chargino masses, the













f11g for example, will at least cross at one point in the




 +1. However, the contours, being ellipses or hyperbolae, may cross up
to four times. Imposing contours for other cross sections 

fijg this ambiguity can be resolved and, at the
same time, the sneutrino mass and the identity between the
~
We~ Yukawa and the We gauge couplings can
be tested. The sneutrino exchange does not contribute for the right-handed polarized electron beams,  = R.
Therefore, while the curves for 
R
fijg are xed, the curves for 
L







and the Yukawa coupling. All curves will intersect in the same point only if the mixing angles
as well as the sneutrino mass and the Yukawa coupling correspond to the correct physical values.




fijg, the masses, the mixing parameters
and the Yukawa coupling can be determined to quite a high precision. For example, for the reference point RR1
introduced in Ref.[2], dened by M
2





= 128 0:04GeV cos 2
L











= 346 0:25GeV cos 2
R
= 0:844 0:005 (8)
1
The explicit dependence on the sin 2
L;R








has to disappear from CP-invariant quantities.
The nal ambiguity in 

$ 2   















3where the 1 statistical errors are for an integrated luminosity of
R




s = 800 GeV.
Using the eqs.(7) the accuracy which can be expected in such an analysis for two CP{invariant reference
points, the RR1 dened above and the RR2 dened by M
2
= 150 GeV,  = 263 GeV and tan  = 30, is as
follows (errors are 1 statistical only assuming 100% polarized beams)
M
2
152 1:75 GeV 150 1:2 GeV
 316 0:87 GeV 263 0:7 GeV
tan 3 0:69 > 20:2
where the rst (second) column is for RR1 (RR2). If tan  is large, this parameter is diÆcult to extract from the
chargino sector. Since the chargino observables depend only on cos 2, the dependence on  is at for 2 ! 
so that eq.(7) is not very useful to derive the value of tan  due to error propagation. A signicant lower bound
can be derived nevertheless in any case.
The errors derived above have been obtained assuming that the sneutrino mass is known from e.g. sneutrino
pair production. If the sneutrinos, however, are beyond the kinematical reach, their masses can be inferred
from the forward{backward asymmetries of the decay leptons [3]. For high precision experimental analyses also
radiative corrections should be included [4].
IV. INCOMPLETE CHARGINO SYSTEM





















can be determined up to at most a
four{fold ambiguity assuming that the sneutrino mass and the Yukawa coupling are known. The ambiguity
can be resolved within the chargino system by adding the information from measurements with transverse
beam polarization or by analyzing the polarization of the charginos in the nal state and their spin{spin








is suÆcient to derive the fundamental gaugino
parameters fM
2
; ; tang in CP{invariant theories up to at most a discrete two{fold ambiguity. This remaining
ambiguity can be removed by e.g. confronting the ensuing Higgs boson mass m
h
0
with the experimental value.






system for left and
right polarized beams. At the same time the U(1) gaugino mass parameter M
1
can also be determined [5].
V. CONCLUSIONS








are enough to extract the









can be resolved only by measuring the CP-violating observable.
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